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NOISE RADIATION BY INSTABILITY WAVES IN COAXIAL JETS 
ABSTRACT 
Milo Dahl* 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, OR 44135 
In this paper predictions are made for the no~ radiation 
from supersonic coaxial jets. The noise in the down-
stream arc of a supersonic jet is dominated by highly 
directional radiation from the supersonically convecting 
large scale structures in the jet mixing layer. Since the 
mean Bow is not described easily in terms of simple ana-
lytic functions, a numerical prediction is made for its de-
velopment. The compressible Reynolds-averaged bound-
ary layer equations in cylindrical polar coordinates are 
solved. A mixing length turbulence model is used. Em-
pirical correlations are developed for the effects of veloc-
ity and temperature ratio and Mach number. Both nor-
mal and inverted velocity profiles are considered. Com-
parisons with measurements for both single and coaxial 
jets show good agreement. The large scale structures are 
modeled as instability waves. The noise radiation gener-
ated by the instability waves is determined by a match-
ing between the inner instability wave solution and the 
outer acoustic solution. Predictions are made for the dif-
ferences between the noise radiated by coaxial jets with 
different operating conditions and a single equivalent jet 
with the same exit area, thrust, and mass-Bow. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The renewed interest in the creation of a High Speed 
Civil Transport that is economically viable and environ-
mentally compatible has re-energized research efforts on 
supersonic jet noise. This noise issue was intensely ad-
dressed in the supersonic transport program during the 
1960's. When the program was abruptly terminated in 
1971, the large scale design effort stopped; however, a 
low level generic research program continued through 
the 1970's allowing small scale experiments and theo-
retical studies to advance the ideas that were beginning 
to appear. Given its history and the technical issues 
that remain to be addressed. the problem of commu-
nity noise generated by supersonic jets is still a strong 
research motivator. To meet FAR 36 Stage 3 noise regu-
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lations, noise suppression technology will need to be ad-
vanced beyond current levels. Thus, there is a continuing 
interest to understand the jet noise generation process, 
particularly those processes that are important in super-
sonic jet noise. This paper examines a method to mod-
ify the noise generation from a supersonic jet. A single, 
supersonic, axisymmetric jet with given initial velocity 
and temperature conditions is replaced by a dual stream, 
coaxial jet with different initial velocities and different 
initial temperatures. At least one of the jet streams is 
supersonic. For classification purposes, when the coaxial 
jet flow has a higher inner stream velocity than an outer 
stream velocity, the jet is referred to as a normal velocity 
profile (NVP) jet. If the outer stream velocity is higher 
than the inner stream, the jet has an inverted velocity 
profile (IVP). The study combines analytical and numer-
ical techniques. The analytical technique is based on the 
theory that instability waves propagating in the jet shear 
layer at phase velocities that are supersonic relative to 
ambient are the dominant sources of mixing noise radi-
ating in directions downstream of the jet. Shocks are 
not considered in this study; hence, the noises associ-
ated with them are ignored in the analysis. To complete 
the analytical solution, the developing mean flow prop-
erties must be known at every axial location. Due to 
the difficulties in the description of the development of 
normal and inverted profile jets with various operating 
conditions, the mean Bow is determined numerically. 
The interest in the measurement of the noise radiated 
by coaxial jets increased as the by-pass jet was intro-
duced as an alternative propUlsion system to the noisy 
turbojet engine. Early measurements for subsonic jets 
indicated that there could be noise benefits in the use 
of coaxial jets with normal velocity profiles. Using small 
scale nozzles, Dosanjh et al [1], [2] and Yu [3) observed, 
measured, and documented the existence of a minimum 
noiSe condition for shock containing coaxial jets. They 
found that when the outer nozzle pressure ratio was fixed 
above critical, the inner nozzle pressure ratio could be 
increased from no {lc;>w conditions to some point where 
the measured overall sound power level was a minimum, 
less than the outer jet alone. For higher inner pressure 
ratios, the noise increased. This minimum noise con-
dition always occurred for inner nozzle pressure ratios 
less than the outer nozzle pressure ratio indicating that 
the coaxial jet operated with an inverted velocity profile. 
The optical shadow graphs showed that the outer stream 
repetitive shock structure was destroyed at the minimum 
noise condition and replaced by a composite shock struc-
ture just downstream of the nozzle exit. Hence, the over-
all noise reduction was primarily due to a decrease in 
shock associated noise. The minimum noise condition 
depended on nozzle geometry with inner nozzle pressure 
ratios varying from 2.22 to 2.63. 
Further studies on a larger scale coaxial supersonic 
nozzle were conducted and the results are detailed by 
Ahuja [4], Bassiouni [5] and Bhutiani [6]. They con-
firmed the existence of a minimum noise condition and 
noted that downstream of the composite shock structure, 
the shocks were very weak or nonexistent indicating that 
the flow was similar to a properly expanded flow. Noise 
reductions were measured at all frequencies and at all 
angles. This would mean that not only was shock noise 
reduced, waich dominates in the upstream direction, but 
that mixing noise was reduced as well, which dominates 
in the downstream direction. It was also found that di-
rectivity patterns could be changed by the choice of pres-
sure and temperature operating conditions. Tanna [7] 
conducted measurements of shock-free coaxial jets with 
inverted velocity profiles to study the effects of profile 
shaping in jet mixing noise. In addition, care was taken 
in the choice of initial velocity and temperature condi-
tions, as well as exit area, in order to compare results 
on a constant thrust, mass flow, and exit area basis to 
a fully mixed equivalent single jet or reference jet. They 
found that high frequencies increased at all angles and 
that low frequencies decreased at angles closer to the 
jet exit axis. These changes were relative to the ref-
erence jet and they became larger as the velocity ratio 
increased above unity. Far field spectra remained largely 
unchanged by higher temperature ratios for a coaxial jet 
with both velocities the same. Since the far field spectra 
were peaking at the lower frequencies, the overall sound 
pressure levels were quieter for U2/U1 > 1 at smaller 
angles and noisier at 90 degrees. The higher frequency 
noise was generated primarily from the outer shear layer 
before the streams merged. As U2 /U1 increased, the 
outer shear layer had a larger velocity difference to ambi-
ent resulting in higher eddy convection velocities, higher 
source velocities, and more noise. Conversely, the lower 
frequency noise was generated downstream of merging 
where the velocities were lower, resulting in less noise. 
Similar results were measured by Maus {8]. _Theycon-
eluded that the rapid decay of the maximum mean ve-
locity in inverted velocity profile jets was an important 
reason for noise reduction compared to the reference jet. 
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After examining shock-free, inverted profile coaxial jet 
data, Tanna [9] re-examined some of the normal velocity 
profile data and compared the results to a reference jet 
at the same thrust, mass flow, and exit area. His conclu-
sion was that normal profile coaxial jets, with both inner 
stream velocity and temperature greater than the outer 
stream, are noisier than the reference jet. Given the 
constraint of constant exit area, one stream will always 
have a velocity higher than the reference jet in order to 
maintain constant total thrust and mass flow. Since the 
maximum velocity of a normal profile jet persists longer 
than the maximum velocity of an inverted profile jet 
then, in a Lighthill sense, the normal velocity profile jet 
would generate more noise than the inverted profile jet. 
The experimental work on coaxial jets was continued by 
Tanna et al [10] into the supersonic regime. The converg-
ing nozzles were operated above critical pressure ratios 
resulting in underexpanded, shock-containing jet flows. 
They also defined a minimum noise condition based on 
overall sound pressure level measurements at upstream 
angles where shock associated noise dominates. For a 
fixed outer nozzle pressure ratio above critical, mini-
mum noise was found when the inner nozzle pressure 
ratio was slightly above critical at about 1.9. Depend-
ing on the initial velocities and temperatures of the two 
jet streams. this condition was found to hold for both 
inverted velocity profiles and normal velocity profiles. 
Measurements from different nozzles at different con-
ditions have provided data for empirical models, Stone 
[11], Stone [12] and Stone [13J, and correlations, Pao [14]. 
A more theoretical approach based on turbulence mod-
eling and Lighthill's independent noise producing eddies 
was proposed by Chen [15]. A turbulence model was 
used to calculate the mean flow properties that were 
the only quantities used for the acoustic calculations. A 
more elaborate theoretical model was proposed by Balsa 
and Gliebe [16] and Gliebe and Balsa [17]. They used 
turbulence modeling to predict both the mean B<2.w and 
turbulence properties. With a model for the acoustic 
source of an elemental jet volume based on local turbu-
lence properties, these results were used in Lilley's equa-
tion to predict far field radiated noise levels and spectra. 
Gliebe et al [18] recently summarized this model and 
made comparisons to various jet noise suppression noz-
zles. These models tend to agree favorably with mea-
sured data since they all contain factors that were de-
rived from measured data. 
In the present paper, we provide a model for the noise 
generation by the instability waves or large scale struc-
tures in a coaxial jet. The prediction of the development 
of the mean flow is described in the next section. Cal-
culations for the evolution of instability waves in coaxial 
jets are presented next. The procedure for the calcu-
lation of their radiated noise is also given. Finally, a 
preliminary parametric study is conducted to compare 
the noise radiated by both NVP and IVP supersonic jets 
with a single equivalent jet with the same exit area, mass 
flow, and thrust. 
2 MEAN FLOW DEVELOPMENT 
This section discusses the methodology used to calculate 
the mean flow development of a compressible, coaxial 
jet. Both subsonic and supersonic conditions are calcu-
lated. When the jet exit conditions are supersonic, the 
jet static pressure is matched to the ambient pressure; 
hence, the flow is perfectly expanded. The approach is 
numerical with many simplifying assumptions used in 
the governing equations. These assumptions also lead 
to the need for a turbulence model to dose the set of 
governing equations. 
For the most part, in the past, the calculation of in-
stability waves in a single axisymmetric jet have used 
analytic functions to characterize the mean flow. These 
analytic functions have been based on results from ex-
perimental measurements where data were correlated us-
ing local similarity variables. Michalke [19] summarized 
the use of different analytic functions in the calculation 
of instability waves. The measured data typically in-
clude only velocity profile results which are sufficient 
for incompressible instability wave calculations. When 
compressibility is important, the instability wave calcu-
lations require that either the temperature or the density 
profile be specified. Often, approximations have been 
made that allow the Crocco-Busemann relationship to 
be used. This defines the temperature or density pro-
file to be a function of the velocity. Our calculations for 
both subsonic and supersonic single jets, using the pro-
cedure described below, show good agreement between 
the predicted density profiles and those obtained with 
Crocco's relationship. Detailed comparisons are given 
by Dahl [20]. 
When it comes to a coaxial jet, it is not dear how 
to derive appropriate analytic functions to describe the 
profiles at all axial locations. For a single super-
sonic jet, Tam and Burton [21] used a generalized half-
Gaussian function to describe the mean velocity at all 
axial locations. The function parameters, centerline ve-
locity, core radius, and half-width of the mixing region, 
were defined by cubic spline fits to measured data. The 
density profile was found by keeping the total tempera-
ture constant. This approach was possible due to the 
availability of measured dat~ however, there is little 
measured data for coaxial jets, especially with supersonic 
conditions, that would allow an analytical description 
to be made at all axial locations including the merging 
region of a normal profile and an inverted profile into 
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a single jet. Thus, the decision was made to generate 
mean profiles for the coaxial jets num~rically. Morris [22] 
and Morris and Baltas [23] calculated instability waves 
using numerically generated velocity profiles for a sin-
gle incompressible jet. The extension here is to include 
compressibility effects into the spreading and merging of 
a coaxial jet. 
2.1 TURBULENCE MODEL 
In the development of a prediction scheme for the mean 
properties of a coaxial jet, our emphasis has been on sim-
plicity and robustness. Also, since the derivatives of the 
mean velocity and density must be evaluated accurately 
for the instability wave calculations, a very fine grid is 
necessary. This has led us to choose a simple turbulence 
model. Though this results in a high level of empiricism, 
the goals of efficiency, accuracy and robustness have been 
achieved. 
The compressible equations of motion are simplified in 
the present case to their boundary layer form. The as-
sumption is also made that density-velocity correlations 
may be neglected: the Morkovin-Bradshaw hypothesis. 
The Reynolds stress and heat flux terms are described 
by a mixing-length model, such that 
- OU 
- pu'v' = JlT Or (1) 
and 
(2) 
with, 
JlT = P(CIC2l)21:~1 (3) 
In eqn. (3) l is a characteristic mixing length scale. The 
factor Cl is the incompressible part of the mixing length 
constant. It depends on the velocity ratio r = U2/UI and 
the density ratio s = P2/ PI between the two streams ei-
ther side of the shear layer. Equations for the expected 
vorticity thickness growth rate have been developed by 
many investigators from experimental evidence. Thus, 
given that we know the vorticity thickness growth rate 
for a fixed rand s, we adjusted the C1 factor (C2 set to 
1) until the calculated initial vorticity thickness growth 
rate of a single jet agreed with the predicted value. Con-
tinuing this process for a range of r and s values re-
sulted in a. series of calibration curves for C l . A more 
detailed discussion is given by Dahl [20]. The C2 factor 
is the compressible part of the mixing length constant. 
Its purpose is to decrease the growth of the shear layer 
as compressibility effects become important. It depends 
on a Mach number in a frame of reference convecting 
with the real phase speed of a growing disturbance in the 
shear layer. This convected Mach number depends on r 
and s and on the Mach number of one of the streams. 
Experimentalists have used the convected Mach num-
ber to correlate the normalized measured growth rates 
of compressible shear layers. We developed an equation 
that fits through this correlated data in order to predict 
shear layer growth rates for given flow conditions. Thus, 
we proceeded to calibrate the C2 factor given that Cl 
is allowed to take on its previously calibrated value for 
the given rand s. C2 was adjusted until the calculated 
initial vorticity thickness growth rate agreed with the 
predicted value. For this case, a single calibration curve 
was generated. Again, details are given by Dahl [20]. 
The characteristic length scale is related to the vortic-
ity thickness. For example, in the NVP case, 
i = 6.Umax 
lou/orlmax 
(4) 
where fl.Umax is the largest 6.U between the two values 
determined by using the separation point. The sepa-
ration point is located at the local minimum of lou/Orl. 
The Cl and C2 factors are also determined from the edge 
conditions that gave us ilUmax . The maximum gradient 
1&u/8rlmu: is the largest value of lou/or I that occurs in 
the merging profile. This approach for determining C l, 
C,. and l for a merging normal profile has the advan-
tage that as the flow transitions into a single jet profile. 
the Ct. C2. and l factors transition into the appropriate 
form for a single jet. 
In the IVP case, during merging, the local maximum 
in the velocity profile (where ou/or = 0) is used to define 
the separation point between the two shear layers. As 
long as the inner core exists, the two merging shear layers 
are treated separately, but their mixing length constants 
are added as follows: 
This increases IJT across the profile to mimic the in-
creased turbulent action as the inverted profile starts 
to merge. When the inner core ends, eqn. (5) is no 
longer used and it is assumed that the mixing pro-
cess in the outer shear layer dominates the flow, hence 
(ClC2l)totai = (C1C2l)outer. As with the normal profile, 
this usage of Cl , (;2, and l transitions into the proper 
usage for a single jet downstream. It should be noted 
that the mixing length model gives IJT = 0 at the lo-
cal maximum, which is unrealistic. The simple solution 
taken here was to smooth the lou/orl profile, and hence 
smooth IJT. Further details of this process are given by 
Dahl [20]. 
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2.2 NUMERICAL METHOD 
In the present approach the equations of motion are 
transformed into stream function coordinates using, 
oit 
rpu = or and 
_ oit 
rpv = - ox. (6) 
where v is the mass averaged radial component of the 
mean velocity. The boundary layer equations may then 
be written, 
~: = o~ [r2 pU#leff :; ] (7) 
~ = 88. [r2pu~~~1. if] + 8~ [r2 pu2 (lJe/ / - P:e~f) :; ] (8) 
where H is the mean enthalpy and, 
/Jeff = IJ + IJT (9) 
and. 
(10) 
Equations (7) and (8) are the basis for the numerical 
work of Patankar and Spalding [24] and Crawford and 
Kays [25]. 
These equations can be differenced in a variety of 
ways; explicitly as in Madni and Pletcher [26]. implic-
itly on an evenly spaced it-grid as in Donovan and Todd 
[27], or transformed to a normalized it-grid and implic-
itly differenced as in Patankar and Spalding [24). Each of 
these numerical methods were found to have problems. 
The explicit DuFort-Frankel method [26), had stability 
problems. The implicit Crank-Nicolson method using an 
evenly spaced it-grid [27] could not provide enough res-
olution at the outer low speed edges of the jet. Finally, 
Patankar and Spalding's method had problems with en-
trainment boundary conditions at the outer edge. Each 
of these problems were overcome by usingfuliy-impIicit 
differencing and, what is considered to be, natural grid 
stretching and natural outer boundary entrainment. By 
choosing a fully implicit method, the numerical problem 
is inherently stable. The problem of grid resolution is 
solved by using an evenly spaced r-grid. 
Details of the finite difference algorithm are given by 
Dahl [20]. The stream function is obtained from the ax-
ial velocity using the trapezoidal rule. Since the problem 
is axisymmetric a symmetry boundary condition is en-
forced at r = O. The outer boundary condition is set such 
that the outer two boundary values equal the freest ream 
values. The consequence of this boundary condition is 
that the jet flow 1 expanding due to mixing. must never 
reach the outer grid boundary. This problem is over-
come by adding more grid points to the problem further 
downstream. All variables are assigned their freestream 
values at the new grid points. As the shear layer of the 
jet expands, it becomes possible to increase the ~r-grid 
spacing since less grid points are necessary to define the 
shear layer accurately as was initially necessary for the 
thin shear layer. Thus, we do not simply continue to 
add grid points as the flow expands, but we can, from 
time to time, reduce the number of grid points by in-
creasing the grid spacing. It was best to simply double 
the grid spacing so that the extrapolated guess for new 
variables occurred along constant grid lines in the %-
direction. Thus, no interpolation was necessary. 
2.3 MEAN FLOW PREDICTIONS 
The prediction scheme was first tested on both subsonic 
and supersonic, heated and unheated, single jets and sin-
gle jets in a moving stream. The agreement between 
the predictions and measurements were good. The de-
tails are given in Dahl [20]. In the high speed cases, the 
predictions were only as good as the empirical correla-
tion for the effects of convective Mach number on the 
jet spreading rate. Since there is a moderate amount of 
scatter of the measured spreading rate data about this 
correlation, the predictions reflected these discrepancies. 
Figure 1 shows a comparison between the predictions 
for a normal velocity profile coaxial jet and the mea-
surements of Lau [28]. The jet operating conditions are, 
Ul = 411 mfs, Tl = 657°K; U2 = 274 mfs, T2 = 292°K; 
rl = 1.96 cm, r2 = 3.91 cm. The agreement for the 
radial velocity profiles is good; however, the length of 
the potential core is underpredicted. This reflects the 
small differences between the correlation for the spread-
ing rate and the measured value in this experiment. Fig-
ure 2 shows a comparison between the present predic-
tions for an inverted velocity profile jet and the mea-
surements of Lau [28]. The jet operating conditions are, 
Ul = 171 mfs, Tl = 292°K; U2 = 274 mfs, T2 = 292°K. 
Once again the agreement is good for the radial pro-
files and there is qualitative agreement for the centerline 
profiles. Additional comparisons have been made with 
experiments for both NVP and IVP jets. In all cases 
there is at least very good qUalitative agreement and of-
ten good quantitative agreement. This provides us with 
confidence that the prediction scheme has met the goal of 
providing a robust and efficient method to describe the 
mean flow evolution in coaxial jets. These predictions 
have been used to determine the evolution of instability 
waves and their radiated noise. This analysis is described 
in the next section. 
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3 INSTABILITY WAVES AND RADI-
ATED NOISE 
This section describes the analysis that governs the de-
velopment of the instability waves in these jets. The for-
mulation follows the approach of Tam and Burton [21], 
with the addition of a nonzero free stream velocity. The 
analysis is given in detail by Dahl [20] and only a sum-
mary is given here. 
The equations of motion for the fluctuations are the 
linearized, inviscid, compressible equations of continuity, 
momentum, and energy and the equation of state for 
a perfect gas. They are written in a polar cylindrical 
coordinate system (r, 8, %) with an origin at the center of 
the jet exit. It is recognized that the mean flow develops 
slowly in the axial direction. Thus, we transform the 
polar coordinates into an (r, 8, s) system ~here s = u; 
and the mean velocity is given by, 
v = (€iit (r, %),0, U(r, %) (11) 
A series expansion in terms of E is used to describe the 
fluctuations, witn a fast periodic variation given by, 
(12) 
Here, n is the azimuthal mode number, W is the radian 
frequency and ~(s) is an a.xial phase function related to 
the axial wavenumber a by d4Jlds = a(s). In general, 
the mth-order set of equations can be combined in favor 
of the pressure fluctuation Pm and cast in the form, 
~+ [1 +~§_ !~] Hm,+ 
. ~T r Col 8r p 8r 8r (13) 
[pMlw2 - ~ _a2 ] Pm = Gm(r,s) 
where w = W - au. The right side term Gm depends 
on lower order terms only. To lowest order, m = 0, Go 
is zero and the equation is homogeneous. The homoge-
neous form of eqn. (13) is usually called the compressible 
Rayleigh Equation. The form of solution in the uniform 
flow outside the jet may be written, 
Po = Ao(s)Hil)(i.\r) + Bo(s)Hi2)(i.\r) (14) 
The functions H~l)O and H~2)O are nth-order Hankel 
functions of the first and second kind, respectively, and 
\( ) - [ 2 _ - M?-2 J 1/2 
1\ a - a Poo) Woo . (15) 
The zeroth-order solution to eqn. (13) may be found 
by different methods and represents a homogeneous 
boundary value or eigenvalue problem. Here, we have 
used a finite-difference approximation to discretize the 
problem. In general, the solution may be written, 
po(r, s) = Ao(s><f(r, s) + Bo(sKHr, s) (16) 
As r -+ 00, eqn. (16) must tend to eqn. (14) and as 
r -+ 0, Po must be finite. 
In the region outside the jet, the ambient conditions 
Poo and Uoo are uniform. Disturbances that travel in this 
region are independent of the coordinate system. Hence, 
distances traveled by the disturbance in any direction 
will be of the same scale. Using the cylindrical coordi-
nate system of the inner solution, the axial coordinate 
was rescaled as s = ex. To bring the radial coordinate in 
the outer region to the same scale, we let r = er be the 
scaled radial coordinate. The solution may be obtained 
by applying a Fourier transform in the s direction. The 
form of the solution for the Fourier transform of the axial 
velocity fluctuation may be written, 
where, 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
q2 - n 2 _ e2-p2 M~2fP (21) 
- 001J:00 
k is the transform variable in the s direction (an axial 
wavenumber) and Wit: = 101 - ekuoo• The unknown co-
efficients in the inner solution eqn. (15) and the outer 
solution eqn. (17) may be found by matching the two so-
lutions in an overlap region. After considerable algebra 
it can be shown that, to lowest order in the near field, 
00 
per, 6, x, t) = J 9(11 )H~l)( i).( 1])r)ei f'/:I: ei ,.' e-iwt d1] (22) 
-00 
where 
00 
g(1]) = ~ J Ao(ex)ei~(~:1:)/~e-if'/:l:dx (23) 
211" 
-00 
with, 
).( ) = ( 2 _-2 M"f-2)1/2 1] 11 POO ) 101" (24) 
and W" = 101 -1]uoo • 
The pressure in the far field may be obtained by 
rewriting the outer solution in spherical polar coordi-
nates x = Rcost/J and r = Rsin t/J. The integral expres-
sion for the far field pressure may be approximated with 
the method of stationary phase. The stationary point is 
given by 
_ p;.},2 Mjw cos t/J PooMluoow 
11=1]= -(1 - M;,) (1 - M~ sin:! t/J)1/2 1- M;, 
(25) 
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and the sound power radiated per unit solid angle, the 
directivity, is given by, 
D(t/J) = ~lp12R2 = 2 Ig(11) 12 (26) 
2 [1 - M~ sin2 t/J] 
Since the rate of spread of the jet is slow for the high 
speed jet and l is very small the value of Ao(ex) in eqn. 
(23) is taken to be a constant. In addition, q,(ex)/e = 
:r I Q(X) dx where Q(x) is the eigenvalue found from the lo-
a 
cal solution of the compressible Rayleigh equation. Thus 
to complete the solution it only remains to solve this 
equation at each axial location, use these results to ob-
tain the axial wavenumber spectrum of the instability 
wave, eqn. (23). and then to obtain either the near field 
or far field from eqns. (22) or (26) respectively. De-
tails of the numerical implementation are given by Dahl 
[20] and will be reported elsewhere. In the next section 
we validate our approach by comparisons with previous 
single jet analytic predictions and measurements. Pre-
dictions are then made for both NVP and IVP coaxial 
jets. 
4 JET NOISE PREDICTIONS 
4.1 SINGLE CIRCULAR JETS 
We have compared our predictions with measured flow 
and acoustic data for single axisymmetric jets. One ex-
ample is shown here. Further examples are given Dahl 
[20]. Seiner and Ponton [29] made measurements in a 
Mach 2.0 unheated jet. Our predictions for the mean 
flow development slightly underpredict the mixing rate 
at this Mach number and the length of the potential 
core is slightly overpredicted. However, the general flow 
development is represented qualitatively well. Figure 
3 shows a comparison between the measured and pre-
dicted near field pressure contours for a Strouhal num-
ber, St = 004. The predictions are made to within an 
unknown constant, the initial amplitude of the instabil-
ity wave, and the levels should be viewed in a relative 
sense. The directionality of the near field is captured 
well as is the axial location of the peak pressure fluc-
tuations. Figure 4 shows the prediction and measure-
ments for the far field directivity for St = 0.2. Once 
again the agreement is good. At higher angles to the 
jet axis, greater than 450 for these operating conditions, 
the measured levels level off and are higher than the 
predictions. This is because for these larger angles the 
noise is related to other generation mechanisms not in-
cluded in the present predictions. These could include 
some weak shock-associated noise or other mixing noise 
sources. It should be emphasized that the present pre-
dictions do not rely on the measured mean velocity and 
temperature profiles as the basis for the instability wave 
noise predictions. The calculations only rely on the op-
erating conditions at the jet exit. Thus, we beleive that 
this calculation alone represents a significant advance in 
supersonic jet noise prediction capability over existing 
methods. In the next section the prediction scheme is 
applied to supersonic coaxial jets. 
4.2 COAXIAL CIRCULAR JETS 
In this section we conduct a limited parametric study of 
the noise radiation from coaxial, perfectly-expanded, su-
personic jets. To cover a complete range of changes in all 
possible parameters represents an enormous task. Here 
we simply compare the effects of changing the operating 
conditions of both NVP and IVP jets to maintain the 
same thrust, mass-flow and exit area as a single equiv-
alent jet (SEJ). The SEJ has operating conditions, exit 
velocity of 1330 mls and exit temperature 1100 K. These 
exit conditions are appropriate for projected supersonic 
jet transport aircraft. With the exit area fixed, the NVP 
calculations have been conducted for a limited range of 
conditions and the IVP jets are operated at the minimum 
noise condition given by Tanna et al [101. The area ratio 
is fixed at 1.25 and the external velocity is negligible. 
The procedures for the calculation of the exit conditions 
is given by Dahl {20]. The values chosen for the present 
study are shown in Table. 1. 
4.2.1 NORMAL VELOCITY PROFILE JETS 
The mean flow prediction scheme has been used to deter-
mine the development of the mean velocity and density. 
The end of tbe inner potential core increased with veloc-
ity ratio and decreased with inner jet temperature. The 
outer potential core length increases with outer jet veloc-
ity and lower outer jet temperatures. Predictions of the 
development of the instability waves on both the inner 
and outer jet shear layers have been made. These results 
have been used to determine their wavenumber spectra 
and the resulting near and far field pressure levels. Only 
a few summary results are given here for the far field di-
rectivities. Typical predictions are shown in figs. 5 and 
6 for a Strouhal number 0.12 and a helical n = 1, and 
axisymmetric n = 0, mode respectively. Generally, for 
the helical mode, the relative levels for the coaxial jet are 
lower than the reference jet. Only the levels for the in-
stability wave that generates the greatest far field levels 
have been included. This could be an instability wave 
associated with either the inner or outer jet shear layer. 
In general. as the density ratio s = P21 Pl decreases the 
inner high speed stream cools and the instability wave 
growth is enhanced on the inner shear layer and tends 
to dominate the radiated noise. For the axisymmetric 
mode the radiated noise is generally dominated by the 
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Figure 4 - Comparison of predicted far field directiv-
ity with measurements of Seiner and Ponton [29] 
inner shear layer instability. However, the helical modes 
are generating higher noise levels in the far field. Also, 
the radiated noise levels may be either higher or lower 
than the SEJ. We note that for the NVP jets only the 
T = U2/Ul = 0.8, s = 1.0 and T = 0.8, s = 2.0 cases give 
reductions for both the axisymmetric and helical modes 
at all frequencies. Tanna [9] commented that the shock 
free NVP jet could be quieter than the SEJ for T close 
to unity and s < 1. Support for this conjecture appears 
in the r = 0.8, s = 0.5 case where reductions of nearly 
IOdB are predicted for the helical mode. There are some 
slight gains for the axisymmetric mode but the predicted 
far field levels for this mode are lower. 
4.2.2 INvERTED VELOCITY PROFILE JETS 
The extensive experimental studies by Dosanjh et al [1], 
[2] and Tanna et al [10] have shown the benefits in shock-
associated noise production by operating at the mini-
mum noise condition. Here, we cOllsider the mixing noise 
from IVP jets operating on-design. The operatingcondi-
tions chosen are given in Table 1. The mean flow predic-
tions show a flow development similar to that measured 
by Au and Ko [30] for subsonic jets. As the two shear 
layers merge a local maximum in the axial velocity devel-
ops which moves towards the jet axis downstream. For 
the given operating conditions, that results in fixed Mach 
numbers for the inner and outer streams, as r increases 
and the temperatures adjust accordingly both potential 
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St = 0.20, n = 1. 
cores decrease in length. The location of the maximum 
vdocity on the jet axis moves further downstream as the 
outer stream velocity increases. Figures 7 and 8 show the 
predicted far field directivities for St = 0.2 and the heli-
cal and axisymmetric modes respectively. A comparison 
with figs. 5 and 6 shows that the predicted levels are all 
higher than the SEJ. Tanna [9] concluded that shock-free 
IVP were noisier than the SEJ at high frequencies and 
quieter at low frequencies. We have found no evidence of 
this trend in these predictions. However, the minimum 
noise condition constraint has fixed the density ratio for 
a ~ven area ratio. If there is to be any benefit to having 
a different s at the same value of r , the area ratio needs 
to be cbanged. 
As a final calculation, we considered a change in the 
area ratio from 1.25 to 0.5. The value of r was fixed at 
4.1, so that, for fixed thrust and mass flow the density 
ratio is increased from 0.37 to 0.59 and the outer stream 
Mach number increases to 3.2. This case was chosen 
for comparison as it produced the higbest far field lev-
els of any IVP case. Figure 9 shows the predicted far 
field directivities for the St = 0.4 and the helical mode. 
The peak levels are reduced by a decrease in the area 
ratio. Even though the outer stream has a higher initial 
velocity, its smaller thickness translates into a shorter 
outer potential core and increased spreading when the 
shear layers merge. This results in a faster decrease to 
the growth rates of the outer shear layer instability wave 
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and a resulting lower far field level. Thus there are some 
benefits to operating with a lower area ratio. 
5 SUMMARY 
In this paper we have described the development of a 
procedure for the prediction of noise from the instabil-
ity waves of supersonic coaxial jets. The development of 
the mean flow is predicted from a solution of the bound-
ary layer equations and a simple, calibrated turbulence 
model. The evolution of the instability waves on the 
inner and outer shear layers are determined from a lo-
cal solution of the compressible Rayleigh equation. The 
near and far field pressure levels are found by match-
ing the instability wave solution with the outer acoustic 
solution. 
The procedure developed in this paper enables predic-
tions of relative levels in the near and far fields to be de-
termined from knowledge only of the jet exit conditions. 
This represents a considerable advance over previous pr.e-
diction schemes and offers the opportunity for efficient 
parametric studies to be conducted. In the present paper 
a limited study has been performed. The results indicate 
that, for a fixed area ratio. there are benefits from the 
use of a NVP jet compared to the SEJ. No such benefits 
accrued for IVP jets. However. changes in the area ratio 
could provide benefits in the IVP case. 
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r s U1(m/s) U2(m/s) T1(K) 
Reference - - 1330.0 - 1100.0 
Normal 
Case # 
2 0.80 1.00 1477.8 1182.2 1086.4 
3 0.60 1.00 1605.2 963.1 1032.6 
4 0.40 1.00 1662.2 665.0 916.7 
5 0.80 2.00 1534.6 1227.7 1692.3 
6 0.40 2.00 1900.0 760.0 1396.8 
7 0.80 0.50 1425.0 1140.0 785.7 
8 0.40 0.50 1511.4 604.5 694.4 
Inverted 
Case # 
24 1.75 2.07 823.7 1441.4 1678.4 
20 2.50 1.01 621.1 1552.9 954.5 
21 2.90 0.75 556.0 1612.3 764.7 
22 3.55 0.50 . 481.4 1708.9 573.3 
23 4.10 0.37 436.7 1790.6 471.9 
Table 1 Operating conditions for NVP and IVP jets 
and SEJ. Radius Ratio r·J!ri = 1.5 j Velocity Ratio, 
r = U2/UiTj Density Ratio, s = P2/ Pi = TdT2 . 
(Constant Thrust and Constant Mass Flow). 
11 
T2(K) M1 M2 
- 2.0 -
1086.4 2.2 1.8 
1032.6 2.5 1.5 
916.7 2.7 1.1 
846.2 1.9 2.1 
698.4 2.5 1.4 
1571.4 2.5 1.4 
1388.9 2.9 0.8 
808.1 1.0 2.5 
937.9 1.0 2.5 
1011.0 1.0 2.5 
1135.8 1.0 2.5 
1247.0 1.0 2.5 
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